
 
Cycle 1 technical issues: 
 
1.  LAS is  often not understood.   Users used the total extent, or confused total power with and recovery of large 
structures. 
 
2.  Users did not fully understand the correct use of 12m, ACA and TP, and the spatial scales that can be recovered 
by 12m, ACA and TP separately.  PIs tried to avoid ACA by tweaking parameters 
 
3.  Some folks assumed the FOV has uniform sensitivity.    Several users should have used mosaics. 
 
4. Some PIs requested multiple close pointings which would have been more efficient as a mosaic.  Proposers 
complained that difference between multiple pointings and mosaics wasn’t clear, and that mosaics insufficiently 
explained in the PG 
 
5.  Proposers varied in using 3- or 5-sigma for detections.   The TAs felt that in some cases 3-sigma was 
insufficient. 
 
6.  People had missing or incorrect fluxes in OT, inconsistent fluxes between OT and TJ, or made errors converting 
expected fluxes from single-dish observations, usually by dividing by linear beam size instead of area. 
 
7.  Low elevations and the impact of ACA shadowing was not well understood.  Sometimes >50% of visibilities 
affected.     
 
8.  Band 9 sources with transit elevations <30deg were approved. 
 
9.  Unrealistic dynamic ranges or absolute calibration requirements were requested 
 
10.  Several ToO proposals had trigger windows that were too short 
 
11.  Proposers set up their spectral windows wrong or inefficiently, or didn't explain, name or justify them fully: eg. 
 the line not in the tunable range or not enough resolution to resolve lines. Users complained that they couldn’t find 
all the information needed to understand how to do their spectral setups 
 
12.  PIs misunderstood that TJ parameters would override OT ones 
  
13.  Extremely short on-source times were requested, resulting in inefficient observations 
 
14.  Data rates requested may routinely get too large in Cycle 2 
 
15.  Requested vs acceptable configurations; some PIs made specific requests for configs; sometimes the 
resolution + LAS isn’t sufficient to define acceptable configs 
 
16. For SGs with multiple targets there is not always enough information about the need for different velocity 
tunings and therefore different BP calibrators 
 
17.  Proposers had trouble with units & conversions: eg. velocity frames & line intensities. 
 
18.  Many users complained of difficulty finding information across many documents, and confusing documentation.  
Some complained they couldn’t easily find information, which in fact was prominently available, which implies they 
suffered from information overload.  Comments were made that the material is too opaque for novices 
 
19.  Users did not know when simulations were recommended or required 
 
20.  Proposers would like to have an idea of what will be added to the capabilities in the next cycle beyond the 
current Call, so they could judge whether they should wait for that to do their science 
 
 


